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Abstract 
This paper is meant to extricate the dialectical construct of African 
storytelling. It is intended to evince that Africans were thoughtful 
and intelligent considering the use of dialectical skills in storytelling 
construct to solve problems and arrive at the truth which makes the 
family and society a better place to live in. An African story titled 
"Ekelekhomen and Aisiralemcn" is used to demonstrate the 
dialectical construct of African storytelling and its relevance to society 
as to how good and evil live together and how good overcome evil. It 
strives to deprecate the extraneous belief about Africans and 
substantiate storytelling as an intellectual tool with which Africans 
can be assessed with a view (o comprehend their character as against 
the view that "humanity lacks the scientific or intellectual tools to 
comprehend black Africans". Whereas, African storytelling is one 
among many other intellectual tools to assess Africans, who had what 
Europe and America had in different form. 

Introduction 
African storytelling started when men began to communicate with each other. It was 

enhanced at the inception of communal life, which brought about the need to educate, entertain as 
well as code vital information which further encouraged it .  Storytelling has genealogical and 
historical repository, legendry, depository and responses perspectives, in recent times, the educative 
and entertainment aspect of it seem to be of utmost relevance to researchers as it is simply seen as an 
reformative art. According to Emenyonu (1978), oral tradition had definite purpose; to instruct in the 
principles of right and wrong. It was directed at the young and all who moulded opinion and character 
(P.I)'. This view captures only an aspect of African storytelling. African storytelling, when extricated 
reveals its dialectical constructs perspective which shows that Africans have been dialectical from 
inception of interaction. This negates Hcgeis', who had the view that black Africans not only 
Constitute a unique and Separate race, but that Humanity lacks the scientific Or intellectual tools with 
which to comprehend black Africans (African Upland, n.d, P. 1). Therefore, this study is essentially, to 
relay the dialectical and construct nature of Africans in storytelling. This proves the intellectual and 
thoughtful capabilities of Africans before and now with a view to comprehend African character as 
against such view. 

Dialectical Construct of African Storytelling 
There are various shades of definition of dialectic(s), for the purpose of relevance, 

consideration shall be given to relevant definitions to this study. The Marriam-Webster online 
Dictionary(2QQ%) has six listings of definitions for dialectics. Most relevant is 

... discussion and reasoning by dialogue as a method of intellectual 
investigation, any systematic reasoning, opposition, or argument 
that juxtaposes opposed or contract contradictory ideas and usually 
seeks to resolve their conflict(P.l) 

The Wikipedia Free~Encyclopedia (2QQ7), views the aim of the dialectical method; often known as dialectic or 
dialectics, as a means resolve the disagreement through rational discussion and ultimately the search for truth 
(P.I). In ancient Greece, dialectic was a form of reasoning in rhetoric manner. In latter antiquity and in the 
middle ages, the term was used to mean logic. However, Emmanuel Kant, applied it to argument in the area 
of principles of sciences, Hegel applied it to logic, Marx and Engels gave Hagels' idea a dialectical view, 
hence dialectical materialism (Singer, 2007,P.l). For the New Columbia Encyclopedia the term dialectic 
came to apply more strictly to logical method and meant the reduction of what is multiple in our 
experience of phenomena to the unity of systematically organized concept or ideas (Williams, Harris and 
Lavey,1975,P.757), The Dictionary of Literary Terms defines dialectics as argument usually applied to 
debates over the nature of truth (Shaw, 1972,P113). The New English Dictionary and Thesaurus defines it 
as the art of reasoning, logical skills (2005,63). 

The various definitions point to a particular direction that is reasoning, which is the base of 
creativity and African storytelling from its inception was based on reasoning. Although African storytelling 
may have started as a means of entertainment, it was gradually built on to accommodate other information 
and functions thereby becoming a construct. The dialectical construct of African storytelling rests on its 



reasoning base and use of logic in the construct of story. An example of a dialectical construct African story 
titled "Ekelekhomen and Aisiralemen" runs thus: 

Aisiralemen and Ekelekhomen, were two good friends and neghbours. They were subsistence 
farmers in the village of Ilezi. As the activities of life continue they found out that they could not meet their 
family needs with subsistence farming. One day, Ekelekhomen which means one who is not annoyed or 
endures met his friend, Aisiralemen, which means one in whose presence another cannot prosper or devilish 
person and suggested to him that it is necessary for them to engage in commercial farming. They both sat 
down and thought about how to begin and what to do. Eventually, they decided to plant kola nut trees on 
commercial basis. As the kola nut began to grow, in due season they began to yield fruits. 

Ekelekhomen's kola nuts produced in abundance more than that of Aisiralemen. Aisiralemen, as his 
name implies, was not happy about this, however, he pretended to be happy. As time passes on the kola nut 
trees got matured. Out of envy, Aisiralemen, before harvest time went and cut down his friend's kola nut trees 
at night and returned home. The following day Ekelekhomen went to the farm and he found that his kola nut 
trees have been cut down. Their neighbours in the farm also saw it and came to Ekelekhomen's house to 
console him as they rain abuses on anybody who did the evil act. Ekelekhomen suspected his friend, that 
Aisiralemen must have done it. The kola nut trees that were cut down in Ekelekhomen's farm got dried and 
were ready to be used as fuel. 

At another time, as man's desires to achieve something in life lingers on, Ekelekhomen decided 
to go into another commercial business. He went to his friend and neighbour, Aisiralemen, and they 
discussed the business and they decided to go into animal husbandry. They constructed pens, bought goats 
and put them in the pen. After a while Ekelekhomen's nanny goats became pregnant while Aisiralemen's 
were not though they started together. Once again, as his name implies he again went to his friend's farm and 
killed all the goats in the pen at night and went home. Ekelekhomen woke up the following morning and 
went to the pen with the intention to feed his goats, only for him to find out that they have all been killed. He 
was full of sorrow. As he began to cry he attracted sympathizers who came to see what has happened, when 
they saw it they began to curse those who were suspected to be the doers. But Ekelekhomen did not curse 
anybody as his name implies. 

At the peak of Ekelekhomen's grief and confusion, some strangers came and met him with his 
sympathizers. They greeted and introduced themselves and told Ekelekhomen that they were directed from a 
neigbouring village to his farm and that they were looking for goats to buy. Ekelekhomen told them that the 
goats he had were killed last night. The stranger told him that they were actually looking for dead goats to 
buy. He took them into the pen and they bought the dead goats more than they would have been sold if they 
were alive. Thereafter, the men specifically asked if they could get kola nut firewood to buy to roast the 
goats, Ekelekhomen took them to his kola nut farm that has been cut down which were already dried and' 
had turned into firewood and they bought the wood at a very rewarding price. Ekelekhomen, in a swift of 
time recovered everything his friend, Aisiralemen thought he would lose in cash. When his friend, 
Aisiralemen heard how the stranger came and bought the goats he killed and the kola nut trees he cut down he 
decided to travel. Immediately after he had traveled Ekelekhomen began to build a house with the money he 
got from the sales of his dead goats and kola nut firewood. The house he built was so magnificent that it had 
no rival in his community and neighbouring community. As Aisiralemen was returning from his journey he 
got to his friend's newly built house, because he was not at home when the house was built he did not know 
the house was his friend's own. When he got home, because of the magnificent nature of the house he 
decided to find out who owned the house. He was told that his friend and neighbour, Ekelekhomen owned the 
house. As soon as he heard it he fell down and died. 
The argument in this story is on Ekelekhomen, which represents patience or endurance and Aisiralemen 
which represents evil or jealousy. In other words, it is on how one can overcome evil or jealousy with 
patience or endurance. It begins with the names which are symbols anil arranged materials - kola nut 
trees which were cut down and they became firewood goats that were killed had to be roasted with 
firewood before they could be eaten. The coming of the strangers was at a time Ekelekhomen will be able 
to sustain the meaning of his name. The strangers came and bought the goats that were killed and the kola 
nut trees that were cut down. Ekelekhomen lived his name in the story as his name implied. Aisiralemen 
also lived his name as it implied. In essence, Africans applied dialectical skill to build on materials in 
creating storytelling which is an artistic creation in which Africans used rational rules to attain logical 
good in different ways depending on the obstacle to be overcome (Bello, 2000, P.4). 

Dialectical skill appeal is used in various ways to deal with various issues and Aames in 
storytelling to enable man think, ask questions and live in a belter society. Artistic appeal stepped out 
words using informal logic and common understanding (Linsford, 2001, P.24) to achieve objective on 
multiple experiences through dialogue. The dialectic art or method in Greek philosophy implies 
"investigation by dialogue" instruction by question and answer and in the heuristic method of 
Socrates and dialogue of Plato (Catholic Encyclopedia, 2007, P . I ) .  Dialectic for Plato came to apply more 



strictly to logical method and meant the reduction of what is multiple in our experience of phenomena to 
the unity of systematically organized concepts or ideas (Williams, Harris and Lavey, 1975, P.757). This 
implies that African's application of logical method and the reduction of their multiple phenomena 
experiences to the totality of systematically organized concept of storytelling is i dialectical skill which 
denotes primarily the art of inference or argument which is synonymous with logic and it connotes 
special aptitude or acuteness in reasoning. For instance, the argument that brought about the above 
story as a means of entertainment, education and as depository- of ancient ideas, history etc is to relate 
knowledge on how endurance (Akelekhomen) can overcome evil (Aisiralemen). In other words, anybody 
who can endure or exercise patience can overcome evil of any kind. It also means that success is the ability 
to overcome evil, and endurance and evil go side by side. 

African storytelling used available local materials, experience and language as a vehicle to 
construct stories through dialectical skills. By this Africans have proven that they are dialectically 
constructive and provides intellectual tool to understanding Africans as against Hegel's' view that black 
Africans did not only constitute a unique, and separate race but that humanity lacks scientific or intellectual 
tools with which to comprehend black African (African Upland,2007,P. 1). The dispatch of African's 
intellectual comprehensibility by Hegel with utmost ignominy calls for a likening of his view to that of 
a school boy in Europe who has not visited Africa throughout his life, who was told to write an essay on a 
market day in Africa with options in Europe. In reality that schoolboy cannot give a true picture of a 
market day in Africa. Except an imaginary view which is bound to be incorrect. African storytelling 
construct through dialectical skill is one tool among many others to comprehend black Africans. 

Recommendations 
It is important to make the following recommendations. 

a) Assessment of the intellectual ability of a people or peoples, no matter how crude the assessor  
may think they are, should be based on the evidences provided by their culture 

b) The key issue of an assessment should be focused on dialectical approach, nature of truth and 
rationality. 

c) Researchers should look into other areas in which Africans applied dialectical skills to 
achieve reality-effect like storytelling does. 

d) The areas of dialectical skill application should be expanded to achieve more intellectual  
benefits. 
It therefore become necessary to study African stories with a view, besides entertainment, 

education and information to examine the intellectual prowess of our forefathers whose ideal brought to 
existence the particular story. 

Conclusions 
The impulse to create a story is based on the collective experiences of a people and it depends on 

dialectical skill creative imagination. It uses characters, symbols, style and induces interaction 

between man and his environment, this enhances its acceptability to the people. Conscious of the fact that 
oral literature had existed in Africa before the coming of Europeans to African continent, Africans 
had learnt to construct their stories, using dialectical skills with the intent to solve problems and arrive at 
the truth. The process of creating an African story is hysterical with a deep sense of interactive 
intelligibility thereby making 

...oral... literature made a line of reasoning pursued by ... the 
common people...in their oral forms equal or greater creative 
power than the aristocracy with their belles - letters 
(Linford,1972.P.225). 

Storytelling in Africa has a strong sense of communal practice and a collective responsibility with a 
compulsion to infuse questions and answers that lead to the truth for a better understanding of the social, 
political, economic and scientific perspective of its period. An attempt to view in perspective the conflict 
of the past brings to mind the dialectical skills employed by Africans in creating. storytelling. This comes 
from the irresistible pressure of experience which propels and ultimately melted the crude reasoning 
approach and move towards a state of dialectics where storytelling has borrowed skills to translate 
imaginary ideas into form and shape using local materials for positive and objective effect in the family and 
society. 

This is not, however, sufficient to say that storytelling was in its perfect state or served a perfect 
purpose because every creative act involves a regression to a more primitive level (Barrow, 1975 P.147). 
But this is not enough to take a quick intellectual tour of Africa like Helgel and perhaps some other scholars 



did without assessing Africa's dialectical skills in creative works before colonialism. Though it might not 
be an all round achievement, but in fairness 

Africans might be considered a peasant economically and politically, but 
not culturally. African tribesmen possess a much fuller view of their 
society than do European peasants (Dorson, 1972 P.9). 

The intellectual age has revealed through research minded Africans that Africans, had what Europeans 
and Americans had in different forms. Though in their crudity, they served the purpose of their time. And as: 

The new nation of Europe looked to their 
Peasant traditions for sources of a common heritage in the nineteenth 
century, the new nations of Africa look up to their tribal cultures for similar 
unifying symbols today(Dorson,1972 P.6) 

    Therefore, there is a commensurability of African thought mode and values that are wrapped in the 
belief system of the people, which are different from that of other people. That means, before the 
generalization that "humanity lacks the scientific or intellectual tool with which to comprehend black 
Africans" attempt should have been made to understand the various cultural experiences of the various 
peoples of Africa. This is because the culture of Africa is successive and each successive level seems to 
require a greater degree of critical sophistication and cultural expertise (Linford, 1972, P.225), to 
extricate and understand its intent. Lloyd (1979), obviously agreed with the above view when he observed 
that 

first there is the major philosophical issue understanding alien societies that is of 
the commensurability or incommensurability of the mode of thought, beliefs value 
of different societies. To translate the concept of any given society into those of 
any other is to interpret them, and so it has been argued in so doing inevitably to 
distant them, in particular by prejudging certain key issues relating both to the 
nature of truth and to that of rationality (Lloyd, 1979.P.1). . 

It then implies that African storytelling among others is a proof of intellectualism which resulted 
from the application of dialectical skills. This is one of the tools, with which Africa can be assessed. Hegel's 
view is therefore based on insufficient knowledge and understanding of Africa, her culture and achievements. 
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